
Introduction 
The Hydroponic Student Farm (HSF) is part of the pilot program to test the student farm 
production and management systems.  Due to the current financial and administrative 
barriers to acquiring land and developing the student farm as initially planned, the 
hydroponic farm will serve as a productive and tangible starting point for the future full-
scale student farm.  
 
Goals 
1. Gather and engage students interested in the Student Farm Initiative 

-   Demonstrate in a quantifiable and visible way that students are involved and desire a       
       student farm 
- Present an opportunity for students to be involved and ‘get their hands dirty’ and 

retain student involvement  
 

2. Develop a working relationship with HFS 
-   Grow fresh, valuable produce that can be used in Local Meals or featured in the dining  
       commons 
-     Fundraise for the Student Farm Initiative 
- Build a producer-consumer relationship with HFS which will lay the foundation for 

the future of the student farm when production is increased 
 

3. Demonstrate and prove the value, legitimacy, effectiveness and student interest 
in the Student Farm Initiative to the administration 

Methods 
- Research hydroponics and develop proposal 
- Collect, purchase and prepare materials 

- Cattle troughs, Styrofoam sheets, plastic baskets, seeds, 
floral foam, aeration system, chemical salts 

- Mix nutrient solution 
- Start seeds  (2 weeks) 
- Assemble system in the greenhouse 
- Monitor EC, pH, any pest problems, growth progress 
- Harvest crop (4-5 weeks) and deliver to customers 

- Harvest #1- Food Services for Local Foods Night  
- Harvest #2- CSA for faculty and staff 
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Results 
Overall, the Hydroponic Pilot Student Farm was a great success. We engaged students in the Student 
Farm Club, sold produce to Food Services and expanded to our own CSA as well as gained the attention 
of the administration. The Hydroponic Farm has proven that students want and can manage growing 
and distributing safe, high quality food while having an engaged scholarship experience.  
Harvest 
Members of the Student Farm Club helped with both harvests. Harvesting included preparing and 
sanitizing the working area, cutting the produce, weighing each individual head of lettuce, packing 
the produce and making deliveries.   
Next Steps 
Upon the success of the first two crops, we will be expanding our operation in the Tyson 
greenhouses in the Spring semester. We will be growing a greater variety of produce using both 
hydroponics and in soil.   
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Harvest #1: 
Sold to Food Services 
Lettuce: 24 lb 
Basil: .5 lb 
Time in hydroponic 
system: 3.5 wks 

Harvest #2: 
Sold to CSA Members 
Lettuce:  39 lb 
Basil: 1.8 lb 
Time in hydroponic 
system: 5 wks  

“The leaves were so green and fresh! 
Looked even better than what we get from 
our vendors. The only thing we want is 
MORE!”         - Jennifer Krise,  
                South  Food District Manager 
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